
  

 

Abstract— This paper introduces microrobot swimming of 
two bead ‘snowman’ microswimmers inside synthetic mucus 
solutions. In Newtonian fluids, two beads bonded together 
would be unable to propagate in low Reynolds number 
environments due to their apparent symmetry. The non-
Newtonian interactions and heterogeneity of synthetic mucus 
allow snowman structures to maneuver under actuation from 
rotating magnetic fields without this geometric requirement.  
Two experiments were carried out in this paper, the first 
determined the directional controllability of these snowman 
swimmers inside synthetic mucus, while the other analyzed their 
velocity response to increasing frequency. The results indicate 
that snowman swimmers can swim omnidirectionally, however, 
their trajectories were offset due to self-generated internal 
flows. The velocity of the snowman swimmers increased linearly 
with frequency and were successful in overcoming small 
internal flows within the surrounding medium. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Microswimmers are constantly being developed for use in 
vivo applications. The ultimate dream of Microrobotics is to 
one day perform complex medical tasks such as minimally 
invasive surgery, targeted drug delivery, and tissue 
fabrication. One key issue associated with these endeavors is 
understanding how fluidic interactions associated with Non-
Newtonian environments can alter the nature of well 
understood microrobots that were previously tested inside 
Newtonian environments. Most important among these 
interactions are the induced by structured fluids composed of 
complex heterogeneous fiber networks. Other groups have 
made substantial progress in examining micro and nanoscale 
robots in these mediums. In one study, nanopropellers were 
found to have an advantage, due to their length scale being 
comparable to the mesh density of surrounding fluidic media, 
allowing them to ignore bulk viscosity [1]. Another group 
found that even though bulk fluids, like low concentration 
methyl cellulose, were Newtonian, interactions from their 
structural fluidic properties allowed for improvements in 
microswimmer performance [2]. Even bacteria have been 
shown to have maneuverability increases when inside 
structured fluids like methyl cellulose at low concentration 
[3].  

Human mucus, a non-Newtonian fluid, is of particular 
interest to Microrobotics research as it introduces a host of 
fluidic uncertainties not previously accounted for in 
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microswimmer design. Mucus consists primarily of a protein 
called mucin, which is responsible for the creation of it’s 
structured heterogeneous fiber network [4]. This fiber 
network is often responsible for causing microparticles to 
become entangled within the fluid and severely limit localized 
transport phenomenon [4]. Designing microrobots to take 
advantage of mucus’s structural interactions will be 
paramount for manipulation in the human gastrointestinal 
track or anywhere else in the human body with high mucus 
concentrations.   

In the past we tried to introduce achiral microrobots into 
synthetic mucus formulations. These swimmers are composed 
of three or more magnetic beads chemically bonded together 
using avidin-biotin compounds. Development of these 
microswimmers is outlined in references [5-12]. However, the 
formation of achiral microswimmers inside mucus 
environments has proven to be difficult, since avidin-biotin 
chemical bonding is interfered with inside high concentrations 
of mucin. At high concentrations of mucin, achiral swimmers 
break apart or are impossible to form at all [13]. However, 
three bead achiral microswimmers, or other complex 
microrobots, may be unnecessary for medical applications 
inside human mucus.  In this paper, we explore the possibility 
of using two bead ‘snowman’ microswimmers for use in these 
mucus environments. Unlike achiral microswimmers, 
snowman swimmers possess three planes of symmetry, and 
therefore would not be able to propagate in Newtonian 
environments [14-15]. Additionally, these structures are 
observed to possess reciprocal motion and have non-flexible 
bodies, neither of which allows swimming in Newtonian low 
Reynolds number environments [16]. As will be shown here, 
the synthetic mucus under investigation is non-Newtonian and 
structured, allowing the snowman swimmers to interact with 
the mucin fibers and produce swimming like properties.  An 
example of both achiral and snowman swimmers can be seen 
in Fig. 1. The main contributions of this paper include: 

• Demonstrating the directional controllability of 
snowman microswimmers 

• Characterizing the performance of snowman under 
increasing frequencies of rotational magnetic fields. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Synthetic Mucus 
Human mucus is primarily composed of mucins, salts, 

lipids, DNA, and cellular debris [3]; A slight variation of any 
of these components could radically change a mucus samples 
viscos-elastic properties. This heterogeneity of human mucus 
makes it almost incomparable between samples and unreliable 
for repeatability tests. To address this, our lab formulated 
synthetic mucus that is a mixture between deionized water 
and rehydrated mucin glycoproteins. Mucin glycoproteins 
alone are responsible for most of mucus’s viscos-elastic 
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interest during the trials, a slight internal flow was present in 
the surrounding medium, pushing the particles the left at a 
constant rate of 0.8 µm/s. The microswimmers in all three 
trials was able to overcome this flow after about 7 Hz and 
propagate to the right. The results of three trials of the same 
snowman swimmer can be seen in Fig. 6 (b) where (a) is 
visualization of one of the trials. With slight variations, these 
results were repeatable among other snowman swimmers 
suspended in the fluid. However, finding additional separated 
swimmers was difficult aside from one or two additional 
cases and were even harder to track using image processing 
techniques. Overall, these are promising developments, and 
leads to the belief that even simpler geometries can be 
actuated inside mucus environments 

V. CONCLUSION 
This paper demonstrates that snowman microswimmers 

can be viable in mucus environments when actuated by 
rotating magnetic fields. When exposed to directional 
controllability tests, snowman swimmers could easily 
propagate in any desired direction, but would often be offset 
by self-generated internal flows. Velocity vs. frequency 
curves for snowman swimmers showed a clear linear trend 
upwards and also demonstrated that these swimmers could 
overcome internal flows present within the chamber. Future 
work will be to see if these same interactions can occur 
within biological mucus from rats and mice. As well, these 
experiments will be expanded to determine if even simpler 
structures can be actuated in these environments.. 
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